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BEST INGREDIENTS
FOR CREATIVE
RESULTS
Unbeatably ecological, limitlessly
creative and extremely resilient –
that's the new wineo 1500 collection.
wineo PURLINE organic flooring is
probably the most ecological, elastic
flooring available on the market. Without
chlorine, plasticisers or solvents. wineo
PURLINE organic flooring impresses not
only with its incomparable sustainability,
but also with its impressive hard-wearing
features and range of designs.

Supreme Oak Natural
wineo 1500 wood L | PL068C

8 The ecuran organic formula

BEST INGREDIENTS FOR
BEST RESULTS
wineo PURLINE organic flooring is a high-quality polyurethane
flooring solution made from the finest materials. The basis is
provided by ecuran, a high-performance composite material that
is manufactured primarily from plant-based oils such as canola oil
or castor oil and naturally-occurring mineral components such as
chalk. wineo PURLINE organic flooring impresses most of all
with its sustainability, combined with its extreme hard-wearing
features; furthermore, it is truly made in Germany throughout
all of its production stages.

CANOLA OR CASTOR OIL

CHALK

Natural and sustainable – the perfect replacement for

Harmless and particularly fine –

plasticisers and crude oil

an ideal filler

Made with

The unique bio-polyurethane from the Windmöller
house now has a name: ecuran
ecuran is the sustainable high-performance
composite material for sophisticated flooring
solutions. It is based on “bio-polyurethane”
which is manufactured to a large extent from
plant-based oils such as canola oil or castor oil
and naturally occurring mineral components
such as chalk. Detailed information regarding
ecuran can be found here: www.ecuran.de
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Product advantages

BEST INGREDIENTS FOR
MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE

5 X BET TER

Sustainable can also be particularly efficient – wineo 1500 not
only consists of the best ingredients, but also withstands a
great deal. It’s simply high-efficiency flooring for heavily
stressed areas of application.

PARTICULARLY
TEMPERATURE STABLE
wineo 1500 can even withstand heavy spells of heat exposure, for
example when there are changes in the room temperature.According

EXTREMELY
DURABLE
Even after 25,000 crossings with 500 kg at 6 km/h, wineo 1500 seems
totally unimpressed. This was proven by Bielefeld University of Applied
Sciences (FH), which even certified the product’s suitability for deployment
in the light industry. In addition, the high-efficiency flooring excels with an

to EN ISO 23999, it has a high level of thermostability.

ABSOLUTELY
ODOUR NEUTRAL

outstanding residual indentation behaviour of ~ 0.05 mm in accordance

The certification agency TÜV Proficert confirms that wineo 1500

with EN ISO 24343-1.

is absolutely odour neutral during installation and when in use.
There are no disturbing odours.

OUTSTANDINGLY
UV-RESISTANT

EXCEPTIONALLY
ECONOMICAL

Compared with other floorings in its class, wineo 1500 has very high light

Up to 30 % savings for the cost of cleaning and resources – thanks to its

fastness of ≥7. EN ISO 105 – B02 therefore certifies the presence of excellent

extremely low lifecycle costs, wineo 1500 is highly

UV resistance.

economical. This was certified by the Pfiff Institute (page 12).
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Further product advantages

EASY CARE

MINIMAL SMOKE

The polyurethane surface makes the

Even in the event of fire, there are

wineo 1500 easy to clean.

no toxic gases and hardly any smoke.

QUIET

SUITABLE FOR DAMP AREAS

The soft surface ensures pleasantly

wineo 1500 is ideal for damp areas, such as

quiet acoustics.

kitchens or bathrooms as it does not swell
on contact with water.

WARM TO THE FEET

GENTLE ON THE ANKLES

Feels pleasantly warm and is ideally

The elastic surface is gentle

suited for lying, playing and living on.

on the joints.

SUITABLE FOR
UNDERFLOOR HEATING

NON-SLIP

Installed over underfloor heating,
the wineo 1500 provides additional
warmth.

BEST INGREDIENTS FOR
OPTIMUM ATTRIBUTES
wineo 1500 not only looks good in every situation,
but can also withstand a great deal. That’s convincing.

The tested surface ensures
safety with every step.
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14 Life cycle cost analysis
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BEST INGREDIENTS FOR
LOW COSTS

WHAT THE PFIFF INSTITUTE
HAD TO SAY:

Resistant to chemical and mechanical stresses, environmentally compatible and particularly easy to clean: wineo PURLINE
organic flooring’s lifecycle costs are considerably lower than
those of all other conventional flooring solutions currently on
the market. This has also been confirmed by the Memmingenbased Pfiff Institute for applied industrial cleaning technology.

■ Conventional cleaning agents can be used without problems

This is particularly evident in heavily frequented areas such as
medical institutions, department stores, schools, airports or
other public buildings. wineo PURLINE organic flooring proves
to be particularly hard-wearing and economical.

■ The closed surface makes cleaning particularly easy
■ Additional polishing or initial care is unnecessary
■ All surface disinfectants can be used
■ Various tests demonstrate an effective disinfectability
■ Contrast agents normally used in hospitals
do not discolour the organic PU flooring
■ No impressions left by furniture after a brief regeneration
■ No visible wear and tear resulting from mechanical stresses
■ Extremely high resistance to direct sunlight
Source: Pfiff Institute for industrial cleaning technology, January 2013

up to

3sa0vi%
ngs

Costs in Euro
60.000
50.000

PURLINE
ORGANIC
FLOORING

40.000
30.000
Costs for cleaning
and resources

20.000

Costs of acquisition
10.000

The figures relate to a
period of 20 years and
an area of 100 m².

PVC

PVC
coated

Linoleum
rubber

Source: Pfiff Institute for industrial cleaning technology, January 2013

rubber

Polyolefin
coated

wineo
PURLINE
organic flooring
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Areas of application
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BEST INGREDIENTS FOR
EVERY AREA OF APPLICATION
The fitting characteristic for every area of application.
Be it special standards of hygiene, resilience or design,
wineo 1500 is always a perfect partner and convinces by
virtue of its special and diverse advantages in all areas.

Innside-Hotel Wolfsburg
wineo 1500 stone XL | Just Concrete

RECOMMENDED FOR

HOTEL + HOSPITALITY

Fashion store Vockeroth
wineo 1500 stone XL | Just Concrete

RECOMMENDED FOR

RETAIL + FAIR

University Clinic Münster (UKM)
wineo 1500 fusion ∞ | cool.one

RECOMMENDED FOR

HEALTH + CARE

Zernike College
wineo 1500 chip ∞ | Silver Grey

RECOMMENDED FOR

PUBLIC + EDUCATION

18 Formats

Surface structures

THE SUITABLE FORMAT
FOR EVERY APPLICATION

THE ORGANIC FLOORING
WITH STRUCTURE

Roll format or practical planks? Both have their individual
advantages, are extremely practical for renovation work
due to their low structural height of 2.5 mm and have ideal
installation attributes.

wineo 1500 has a variety of surfaces that are coordinated with
the designs. The embossed stone and wood structures provide
maximum authenticity. Reference to the respective surfaces can
be found under the decor illustration on the following collection
pages.

ORGANIC FLOORING
IN PLANK AND
TILE FORMAT

ORGANIC FLOORING
IN ROLL FORMAT
The flooring for large surfaces – delivered in the

wineo 1500 as a plank or tile solution is an ideal

standard format 20 x 2 m and to be cut simply

choice when it comes to individual designs. The XS,

using a hook blade. For the ideal installation we

L and XL formats can be installed together and

recommend fibre-based adhesives.

thereby offer maximum scope for design options.

Elegant wood structure

Fine wood structure

wood XS
600 × 100 mm

chip ∞
wood ∞
fusion ∞
acoustic ∞
safety ∞

wood L
1200 × 200 mm

Pine structure

Slate structure

Soft structure

wood XL
1500 × 250 mm

stone XL | fusion XL

2 × 20 m

i

1000 × 500 mm

THE ORGANIC FLOORING
FOR MORE SAFETY
Thanks to
its special surface texture,
the R10 offers maximum slip
resistance and safe standing
in every situation.
R10

19
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Product compositions

PRODUCT COMPOSITIONS
Of course the inner values are also crucial. wineo 1500 is convincing
in these areas too. With the best ingredients based on the ecuran
organic formula. The suitable insulation mat for maximum walking
noise reduction is available as an optional extra.

wineo 1500
wood XS | wood L | wood XL | stone XL | wood ∞ | chip ∞ | fusion ∞ | fusion XL | safety

wineo 1500
acoustic ∞

1

1

2

2

3

3

1

Top element
PU-top layer with surface structure , decor paper & stabilisation with ecuran

1

Top element
PU-top layer with surface structure , decor paper & stabilisation with ecuran

2

Base layer
ecuran high-performance composite material

2

Base layer
ecuran high-performance composite material

3

Backing
integrated FleeceTEC-System® for easy and comfortable installation

3

Insulation mat
with integrated insulation mat for an impact sound reduction up to 17 dB

Further information regarding wineo 1500 acoustic ∞ can be found on page 60.
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wineo 1500 wood XS | L | XL

wineo 1500
wood XS | L | XL

BEST INGREDIENTS
FOR CREATIVE
RESULTS
wineo 1500 wood convinces with 36 modern and classic wood designs. The three
attractive formats offer a range of creative
installation options, which range from fish
bone to extravagant installation designs.

Garden Oak | Island Oak Moon
wineo 1500 wood XS | PL005C
wineo 1500 wood XS | PL045C

23
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wineo 1500 wood XS

wineo 1500 wood L

Installation type:

Glue

Installation type:

Glue

Format:

600 × 100 mm

Format:

1200 × 200 mm

Product thickness: 2.5 mm

Product thickness: 2.5 mm

Content / box:

Content / box:

28 / 1.68 m²

Installed area with the Garden Oak and Island Oak Moon example.

Pure White | PL025C | Elegant wood structure

Skirting board 14.5 / 50: 30060432

Pure Black | PL194C | Elegant wood structure

Skirting board 14.5 / 50: 30060598

Garden Oak | PL005C | Elegant wood structure

Skirting board 14.5 / 50: 30060411

Island Oak Moon | PL045C | Elegant wood structure

Skirting board 14.5 / 50: 30060519

20 / 4.8 m²

Wild Wood (Installed area) | PL100C | Soft structure

Skirting board 14.5 / 50: 30060614

Uptown Pine (Installed area) | PL083C | Fine wood structure

Skirting board 14.5 / 50: 30060613

Noble Elm (Installed area) | PL081C | Fine wood structure

Skirting board 14.5 / 50: 30060611

26  
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wineo 1500 wood L

wineo 1500 wood L

Installation type:

Glue

Installation type:

Glue

Format:

1200 × 200 mm

Format:

1200 × 200 mm

Product thickness: 2.5 mm

Product thickness: 2.5 mm

Content / box:

Content / box:

20 / 4.8 m²

20 / 4.8 m²

Installed area Classic Oak with the Classic Oak Winter example.

Installed area Canyon Oak with the Canyon Oak Sand example.

Canyon Oak Sand | PL075C | Elegant wood structure

Skirting board 14.5 / 50: 30060606

Classic Oak Winter | PL074C | Elegant wood structure

Skirting board 14.5 / 50: 30060605

Canyon Oak Honey | PL076C | Elegant wood structure

Skirting board 14.5 / 50: 30060607

Classic Oak Autumn | PL073C | Elegant wood structure

Skirting board 14.5 / 50: 30060604

Classic Oak Summer | PL072C | Elegant wood structure

Skirting board 14.5 / 50: 30060603

Classic Oak Spring | PL071C | Elegant wood structure

Skirting board 14.5 / 50: 30060602
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wineo 1500 wood L

wineo 1500 wood L

Installation type:

Glue

Installation type:

Glue

Format:

1200 × 200 mm

Format:

1200 × 200 mm

Product thickness: 2.5 mm

Product thickness: 2.5 mm

Content / box:

Content / box:

20 / 4.8 m²

Installed area Supreme Oak with the Supreme Oak Grey example.

Supreme Oak Grey | PL070C | Fine wood structure

Skirting board 14.5 / 50: 30060601

Supreme Oak Silver | PL069C | Fine wood structure

Skirting board 14.5 / 50: 30060600

Supreme Oak Natural | PL068C | Fine wood structure

Skirting board 14.5 / 50: 30060599

20 / 4.8 m²

Polar Pine (Installed area) | PL082C | Pine structure

Skirting board 14.5 / 50: 30060612

Pure Pine (Installed area) | PL079C | Pine structure

Skirting board 14.5 / 50: 30060610
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wineo 1500 wood L
Installation type:

Glue

Format:

1200 × 200 mm

Product thickness: 2.5 mm
Content / box:

20 / 4.8 m²

Silver Pine Mixed (Installed area) | PL078C | Pine structure

Golden Pine Mixed (Installed area) | PL077C | Pine structure

i
Mixed Decors = various plank
colours in one box

Skirting board 14.5 / 50: 30060609

Skirting board 14.5 / 50: 30060608

BEST INGREDIENTS FOR
CREATIVE RESULTS
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wineo 1500 wood XL

wineo 1500 wood XL

Installation type:

Glue

Installation type:

Glue

Format:

1500 × 250 mm

Format:

1500 × 250 mm

Product thickness: 2.5 mm

Product thickness: 2.5 mm

Content / box:

Content / box:

12 / 4.5 m²

Crystal Pine (Installed area) | PL098C | Elegant wood structure | all-round V4 joint

Native Ash (Installed area) | PL099C | Elegant wood structure | all-round V4 joint

Crafted Oak (Installed area) | PL080C | Elegant wood structure | all-round V4 joint

Skirting board 14.5 / 50: 30060628

12 / 4.5 m²

Installed area Fashion Oak with the Fashion Oak Cream example.

Fashion Oak Cream | PL092C | Elegant wood structure | all-round V4 joint

Skirting board 14.5 / 50: 30060622

Fashion Oak Natural | PL091C | Elegant wood structure | all-round V4 joint

Skirting board 14.5 / 50: 30060621

Fashion Oak Grey | PL093C | Elegant wood structure | all-round V4 joint

Skirting board 14.5 / 50: 30060623

Skirting board 14.5 / 50: 30060629

Skirting board 14.5 / 50: 30060630
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wineo 1500 wood XL

wineo 1500 wood XL

Installation type:

Glue

Installation type:

Glue

Format:

1500 × 250 mm

Format:

1500 × 250 mm

Product thickness: 2.5 mm

Product thickness: 2.5 mm

Content / box:

Content / box:

12 / 4.5 m²

Installed area Village Oak with the Village Oak Grey example.

12 / 4.5 m²

Installed area Queen's Oak with the Queen's Oak Pearl example.

Village Oak Grey | PL089C | Elegant wood structure | all-round V4 joint

Skirting board 14.5 / 50: 30060620

Queen's Oak Pearl | PL097C | Elegant wood structure | all-round V4 joint

Skirting board 14.5 / 50: 30060627

Village Oak Cream | PL087C | Elegant wood structure | all-round V4 joint

Skirting board 14.5 / 50: 30060618

Queen's Oak Amber | PL096C | Elegant wood structure | all-round V4 joint

Skirting board 14.5 / 50:30060626

Village Oak Brown | PL088C | Elegant wood structure | all-round V4 joint

Skirting board 14.5 / 50: 30060619
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wineo 1500 wood XL

wineo 1500 wood XL

Installation type:

Glue

Installation type:

Glue

Format:

1500 × 250 mm

Format:

1500 × 250 mm

Product thickness: 2.5 mm

Product thickness: 2.5 mm

Content / box:

Content / box:

12 / 4.5 m²

Installed area Western Oak with the Western Oak Cream example.

12 / 4.5 m²

Installed area Royal Chestnut with the Royal Chestnut Grey example.

Western Oak Cream | PL094C | Elegant wood structure | all-round V4 joint

Skirting board 14.5 / 50: 30060624

Royal Chestnut Grey | PL084C | Fine wood structure | all-round V4 joint

Skirting board 14.5 / 50: 30060615

Western Oak Desert | PL095C | Elegant wood structure | all-round V4 joint

Skirting board 14.5 / 50: 30060625

Royal Chestnut Desert | PL085C | Fine wood structure | all-round V4 joint

Skirting board 14.5 / 50: 30060616

Royal Chestnut Mocca | PL086C | Fine wood structure | all-round V4 joint

Skirting board 14.5 / 50: 30060617
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wineo 1500 stone XL

wineo 1500
stone XL

BEST INGREDIENTS
FOR MORE STYLE
Classic marble, modern copper and
varying industrial designs come together
with stylish decors to form the wineo
1500 stone XL. In the modern format
1000 x 500 mm the tiles create a very
special atmosphere.

White Marble | Supreme Oak Grey
wineo 1500 stone XL | PL090C
wineo 1500 wood L | PL070C
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wineo 1500 stone XL

wineo 1500 stone XL

Installation type:

Glue

Installation type:

Glue

Format:

1000 × 500 mm

Format:

1000 × 500 mm

Product thickness: 2.5 mm

Product thickness: 2.5 mm

Content / box:

Content / box:

10 / 5 m²

10 / 5 m²

Timeless Travertine (Installed area) | PL106C | Soft structure

Urban Copper (Installed area) | PL103C | Soft structure

Raw Industrial (Installed area) | PL104C | Soft structure

Grey Marble (Installed area) | PL105C | Soft structure

Just Concrete (Installed area) | PL101C | Soft structure

Carpet Concrete (Installed area) | PL102C | Soft structure

Scivaro Slate (Installed area) | PL038C | Slate structure

White Marble (Installed area) | PL090C | Soft structure
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wineo 1500 wood ∞
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wineo 1500
wood ∞

BEST INGREDIENTS
FOR GOOD BUSINESS
Warm, natural, primal – wineo 1500
wood ∞ includes 8 wood designs for every
requirement. From classic oak and walnut
to exotic wood designs for a warm and
pleasant atmosphere.

Floating Wood Snow
wineo 1500 wood ∞ | PLR133C

44  
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wineo 1500 wood ∞

wineo 1500 wood ∞

Installation type:

Glue

Installation type:

Glue

Format:

20 × 2 m

Format:

20 × 2 m

Product thickness: 2.5 mm

Product thickness: 2.5 mm

Content / box:

Content / box:

1 / 40 m²

1 / 40 m²

Floating Wood Snow | PLR133C | Soft structure

Napa Walnut Cream | PLR135C | Fine wood structure

Floating Wood Sand | PLR134C | Soft structure

Napa Walnut Brown | PLR136C | Fine wood structure
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wineo 1500 wood ∞

wineo 1500 wood ∞

Installation type:

Glue

Installation type:

Glue

Format:

20 × 2 m

Format:

20 × 2 m

Product thickness: 2.5 mm

Product thickness: 2.5 mm

Content / box:

Content / box:

1 / 40 m²

1 / 40 m²

Halifax Oak | PLR036C | Fine wood structure

Cottage Oak | PLR038C | Fine wood structure

Pacific Oak | PLR037C | Fine wood structure

Missouri Oak | PLR039C | Fine wood structure

48  

wineo 1500 chip ∞
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wineo 1500
chip ∞

BEST INGREDIENTS
FOR CONVINCING
HIGHLIGHTS
Whether plainly coloured, strongly or
slightly chipped, in muted beige and grey
tones or as a colourful highlight: With 24
designs the wineo 1500 chip ∞ effectively
make its mark.

Terracotta Dark | Polar Pine
wineo 1500 chip ∞ | PLR009C
wineo 1500 wood L | PL082C

50  
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wineo 1500 chip ∞

wineo 1500 chip ∞

Installation type:

Glue

Installation type:

Glue

Format:

20 × 2 m

Format:

20 × 2 m

Product thickness: 2.5 mm

Product thickness: 2.5 mm

Content / box:

Content / box:

1 / 40 m²

1 / 40 m²

Pure White | PLR025C | Soft structure

Pure White Stars | PLR123C | Soft structure

Light Grey | PLR021C | Soft structure

Steel Grey | PLR023C | Soft structure

Sinai Sand | PLR002C | Soft structure

Sinai Sand Stars | PLR130C | Soft structure

Silver Grey | PLR022C | Soft structure

Silver Grey Stars | PLR124C | Soft structure

Melange | PLR003C | Soft structure

Cappuccino | PLR004C | Soft structure

Midnight Grey | PLR024C | Soft structure

Midnight Grey Stars | PLR126C | Soft structure
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wineo 1500 chip ∞

wineo 1500 chip ∞

Installation type:

Glue

Installation type:

Glue

Format:

20 × 2 m

Format:

20 × 2 m

Product thickness: 2.5 mm

Product thickness: 2.5 mm

Content / box:

Content / box:

1 / 40 m²

1 / 40 m²

Honey Mustard | PLR128C | Soft structure

Terracotta Dark | PLR009C | Soft structure

Purple Rain | PLR013C | Soft structure

Summer Sky | PLR014C | Soft structure

Red Rubin | PLR011C | Soft structure

Apple Green | PLR185C | Soft structure

Navi Blue | PLR129C | Soft structure

Navi Blue Stars | PLR131C | Soft structure

Racing Green | PLR019C | Soft structure

Jungle Green | PLR018C | Soft structure

Denim Blue Stars | PLR132C | Soft structure

Pure Black Stars | PLR127C | Soft structure

54  

wineo 1500 fusion
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wineo 1500
fusion ∞ | fusion XL

BEST INGREDIENTS
FOR SUITABLE
DESIGNS
Especially adapted to the needs of architects and planners, the wineo 1500 fusion
offers the matching grey tone for all furnishing concepts. Whether light or dark tones,
summerly warm or pleasantly cool – the
16 different designs distinguish themselves
und integrate perfectly into the existing
colour concept of your room.
wineo 1500 fusion is available as a tile (fusion XL) and as a roll (fusion ∞). Thanks to our
match guarantee you will always find the
matching decor even for particularly challenging furnishing elements. Guaranteed.

University Clinic Münster (UKM)
wineo 1500 fusion ∞ | cool.one

cool

pure

warm

bright

fusion-Matrix

one

one

56

pure.one

PLR107C | PL107C

PLR111C | PL111C

cool.two

pure.two

warm.one

bright.one

PLR119C | PL119C

PLR115C | PL115C

warm.two

bright.two

PLR120C | PL120C

PLR116C | PL116C

warm.three

bright.three

PLR121C | PL121C

PLR117C | PL117C

warm.four

bright.four

PLR122C | PL122C

PLR118C | PL118C

two

two

cool.one

PLR112C | PL112C

three

three

PLR108C | PL108C

cool.three

pure.three
PLR113C | PL113C

four

four

PLR109C | PL109C

cool.four

pure.four

PLR110C | PL110C

PLR114C | PL114C

57

cool
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We would be happy to advise you.

ornaments

The two graphic decors, flowers and ornaments, provide
extra highlights. These were colour composed based on
the decors in the fusion matrix. In this way, every colour
row develops a light and a dark decor variant that you can
combine perfectly with all decors from the fusion collection.

flowers

BEST INGREDIENTS FOR
CLASSY HIGHLIGHTS

pure

warm

bright

flowers.cool.light

flowers.pure.light

flowers.warm.light

flowers.bright.light

PL137C

PL142C

PL143C

PL144C

flowers.cool.dark

flowers.pure.dark

flowers.warm.dark

flowers.bright.dark

PL138C

PL146C

PL147C

PL148C

ornaments.cool.light

ornaments.pure.light

ornaments.warm.light

ornaments.bright.light

PL139C

PL150C

PL151C

PL152C

ornaments.cool.dark

ornaments.pure.dark

ornaments.warm.dark

ornaments.bright.dark

PL140C

PL154C

PL155C

PL156C

60 wineo 1500 spezial products

BEST INGREDIENTS FOR
SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS
Special assignments require special solutions.
That is why wineo 1500 is also available in other special
variants – always individually made to measure for the
respective area of application.

PRODUCT

wineo 1500

wineo 1500
acoustic ∞

wineo 1500
customised

wineo 1500
safety ∞

HEALTH +
CARE

✓

✓

✓

✓

HOTEL +
HOSPITALITY

✓

✓

✓

✓

PUBLIC +
EDUCATION

✓

✓

✓

✓

RETAIL +
FAIR

✓

✓

✓

✓

AREAS OF APPLICATION

MARITIME

✓

RAILWAY

✓

HOME +
LIVING

✓

✓

wineo 1500
sea

wineo 1500
rail

✓
✓

wineo 1500 customised
Be it the company logo in the conference room or abstract colours
and patterns in the studio, with wineo 1500 customised your
creativity will know no bounds. Design the floor you have always
wanted, thereby creating your own unique and valuable product.

Sinai Sand
wineo 1500 acoustic ∞ | PLR002CACT

Terracotta Dark
wineo 1500 acoustic ∞ | PLR009CACT

Light Grey
wineo 1500 acoustic ∞ | PLR021CACT

Silver Grey
wineo 1500 acoustic ∞ | PLR022CACT

Midnight Grey Stars
wineo 1500 acoustic ∞ | PLR126CACT

Silver Grey Stars
wineo 1500 acoustic ∞ | PLR124CACT

Denim Blue Stars
wineo 1500 acoustic ∞ | PLR132CACT

Apple Green
wineo 1500 acoustic ∞ | PLR185CACT

Halifax Oak
wineo 1500 acoustic ∞ | PLR036CACT

Pacific Oak
wineo 1500 acoustic ∞ | PLR037CACT

Sinai Sand
wineo 1500 safety ∞ | PLR002CSFT

Sinai Sand Stars
wineo 1500 safety ∞ | PLR130CSFT

Silver Grey
wineo 1500 safety ∞ | PLR022CSFT

Silver Grey Stars
wineo 1500 safety ∞ | PLR124CSFT

Navi Blue
wineo 1500 safety ∞ | PLR129CSFT

Navi Blue Stars
wineo 1500 safety ∞| PLR131CSFT

wineo 1500 acoustic ∞

wineo 1500 safety ∞

Thanks to the integrated insulation mat in wineo 1500 acoustic ∞,
the impact sound is reduced considerably. This makes it particularly
suitable for buildings with a high noise level.

Whether it’s freshly wiped or you are simply in a hurry, wineo 1500
safety ∞ ensures the greatest possible slip resistance with its special
surface. It is R10 and A/B certified and is therefore ideal for hotels,
hospitals, nursing care facilities, schools or your workplace.

You will find the wineo 1500 acoustic ∞ product composition on page 19.

wineo 1500 rail
When thousands of people force themselves through
the aisles of a train, that means maximum stress for
the materials. To deal with these requirements, we have
wineo 1500 rail. It is extremely long-lasting. In doing so,
wineo 1500 rail meets all the safety requirements involved.

EN 45545
HL 2

wineo 1500 sea
Modern shipbuilding and progressive offshore facilities
require a great deal of technical knowledge as well as
reliable and, above all, resilient technologies. With these
specific requirements in mind, the flooring brand wineo
has developed a special flooring solution: wineo 1500 sea.
This product offers ideal attributes in the event of fire
and fulfills all safely requirements in accordance with
the current IMO regulations.

0736
2017
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Accessories
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ACCESSORIES
SKIRTING BOARDS, EXTERNAL CORNERS AND FUSE WIRES
Particularly in sensitive areas such as health and care, in which maximum cleanliness and hygiene are crucial, skirting boards and external corners are indispensable. They connect the wall and the floor perfectly, thereby creating a particularly
neat and absolutely impermeable final sealing. Our prefabricated skirting boards
and external corners for wineo PURLINE organic flooring are available in every
design promoted via the collections and are always manufactured for you on an

PLAIN-COLOURED SKIRTING BOARDS TO MATCH THE DECOR
For wineo 1500, our range of accessories offer suitable skirting boards that are
adjusted optimally for the respective decors. Plain-coloured skirting boards that can
be combined universally with all designs are also available. You can find information
about the suitable skirting board on the proceeding collection pages and in our
accessories brochure.

order basis. The associated PURLINE fuse wires for seamless welding, are also

TER
WA ANT
IST
RES

available for every design.

i
All of the white skirting boards
can be painted on!

Skirting board 14.5 / 50 Recyclate board
14.5 × 50 × 2400 mm VE = 4 units

Skirting board 18 / 115 MDF material
18 × 115 × 2400 mm VE = 5 units
Dark grey

Black

Art. no. 30060434

Art. no. 30011501

Light grey

Dark grey

Art. no. 30060433

Art. no. 30011503

White

Light grey

Art. no. 30060432

Art. no. 30011502

White
Art. no. 30011500

CLIPHOLDER FASTENING SYSTEM
For a quick and uncomplicated assembly of the wineo skirting boards, we recommend the clipholder fastening system. It facilitates invisible cable routing and can
be moved without problems if you want to do some painting or wallpapering.
The available dimensions are
skirting boards:

100 mm height × 100 mm depth x 2400 mm length

external corners: 100 mm height × 100 mm depth × 130 mm × 130 mm dimension

100 mm
100 mm

100 mm
2400 mm

100 mm

Clipholder
Art. no. 30020241
VE = 30 clips / approx. 15 running metres
Minimum order quantity = 1 VE
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SERVICE
We work with distributors, architects, property developers
and anyone who appreciates great floor coverings. That’s
why we offer a wide range of services. If you would like
to be kept regularly up to date, just take a look at YouTube,
Facebook, Twitter or Pinterest.

TECHNICAL SUPPORT
Do you have any questions about our
products, where they can be used or
regarding installation? Do not hesitate
to contact your distributor, they would
be happy to help you

NEWSLETTER
Stay in touch with us: it’s easy to sign
up for the wineo newsletter on our
website. This will guarantee that you
don’t miss out on anything and will
always be kept up to date.

COMPANY BLOG
Get some inspiration and find out even
more about our products, references
and events. Discover it now at:
blog.wineo.de/en

MARKETING SUPPORT

EN.WINEO.DE

For information and inspiration pur-

■■ information and references as

poses, we are providing you with

well as relevant downloads on

an extensive range of patterns and

the products

printed matter. You can obtain an over-

■■ product search by characteristic,

view of all means of presentation from

colour, format, installation height

our “VKF” fire brochure “Advertising

and utilisation class

with wineo”. It goes without saying
that we can also realise your individual wishes through effecctive coordination . Talk to us about it!

■■ find a retailer
■■ video portal with plenty of tips
and tricks, such as installation
instructions
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Quality and awards

OUR
QUALITY PROMISE
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Information représentative des émissions dans l’air
intérieur des substances volatiles présentant un risque de
toxicité
A+ par inhalation, sur une échelle de classe allant de
C (fortes émissions) à A+ (très faibles émissions)

For us, outstanding quality means more than an excellent product.

Der Blaue Engel

That’s why we always provide you with the greatest possible level

“Der Blaue Engel” guarantees that our products and services fulfill high
standards with regard to their environmental, health-related and
consumer-friendly characteristics. For every product group, criteria were
established which are checked by the German Federal Environmental
Agency every three to four years.

Just like the “Blue Angel“ in Germany, the A+ seal identifies our
products as ecological, healthy and user-friendly in the French market.

TFI-TÜV PROFiCERT

M1

The TFI (Textiles & Flooring Institute GmbH) and TÜV Hessen evaluate
products from a quality, health and ecological point of view. Essentially,
products can only be certified if they present no health risk.

Just like the “Der Blaue Engel” (Blue Angel) quality mark in Germany,
the M1 seal in the Finnish market labels our products as environmentally
friendly, health-friendly and consumer-friendly. The focus is on emissions
of Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs).

of transparency. And therefore even more safety.
■■ Many quality controls from the initial mixing of the ingredients to the
completion stage
■■ Traceability of the exact time of production via a reverse-side overprint
■■ Outstanding attributes regarding durability, maintenance and safety

Der Bodenbelag PURLINE hat
die dynamische Standardprüfung
des Berollverhaltens gem.
KfB-Roadmap bestanden.

Controlled quality

High level of responsibility

From the raw materials supplier to the finished,

As a family-run company in its third generation, we

packed product – wineo flooring must satisfy the

carry a high level of social and ecological responsibili-

most stringent requirements and go through an

ty. The consistent availability of goods, intensive

intensive quality-assurance process. Seven-stage

application and market support, competent advice

quality control guarantees that our excellent and

and permanent new and further development are

multiple award-winning quality will continue to

typical of wineo and create trust and security among

set standards in the future as well.

our market partners around the world.

KFB

GREENGUARD

Award from the competence centre for dynamic processes at Bielefeld
University of Applied Sciences (FH). The flooring product Purline has
passed the dynamic standard examination of rolling behaviour in
accordance with the KFB roadmap.

The Greenguard certificate ensures that a product fulfills the strictest
and most comprehensive requirements for emissions of Volatile Organic
Compounds (VOCs) into the air.

Österreichisches Umweltzeichen
The “Österreichisches Umweltzeichen” (Austrian eco-label) assesses
products from quality, health-related and ecological standpoints.
Basically, products can be certified only if they are harmless
health-wise. The fulfilment of the criteria is checked every four years.
Materials, solvent emissions, presence of environmentally and healthdamaging substances, health-damaging components, emission of heavy
metals and other damaging substances.
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COLLECTION OVERVIEW
Collection

chip ∞
fusion ∞
wood ∞
safety ∞

acoustic ∞

wood XS

wood L

wood XL

stone XL
fusion XL

Installation type

Glue

Glue

Glue

Glue

Glue

Glue

Utilisation classes | EN ISO 10874

23 / 34 / 43

23 / 34 / 41

23 / 34 / 43

23 / 34 / 43

23 / 34 / 43

23 / 34 / 43

Format

20 × 2 m

20 × 2 m

600 ×100 mm

1200 ×200 mm

1500 ×250 mm

1000 ×500 mm

Product thickness

2.5 mm

2.5 mm

2.5 mm

2.5 mm

2.5 mm

Weight

3.6 kg / m

4.2 kg / m

3.9 kg / m

3.9 kg / m

3.9 kg / m

3.9 kg / m2

Content / box

1 / 40 m²

1 / 40 m²

28 / 1.68 m²

20 / 4.8 m²

12 / 4.5 m²

10 / 5 m²

Boxes / pallet

6 / 240 m²

6 / 240 m²

144 / 241.92 m²

48 / 230.4 m²

52 / 234 m²

50 / 250 m²

4 mm
2

2

Immunity to stains /
Chemical resistance | EN ISO 26987

2

2

very good resistance with regards to concentration and exposure time

Reaction to fire | EN 13501-1

Cfl - s1

Anti slip category | DIN 51130

R9 (safety R10)

Light fastness | EN ISO 105-B02
Residual indentation | EN ISO 24343-1

≥7
~ 0.05 mm

~ 0.15 mm

~ 0.05 mm

Slip resistance | EN 13893
Dimensional stability | EN ISO 23999

2

~ 0.05 mm

~ 0.05 mm

~ 0.05 mm

~ 0.10 %

~ 0.10 %

µ ≥ 0,30 DS
~ 0.05 %

~ 0.10 %

~ 0.10 %

Flexural behaviour | EN ISO 24344

~ 0.10 %
< 20 mm

Suitable for all conventional hot water underfloor heating and electrical systems
regulated up to a surface temperature of 27° C.

Underfloor heating
Thermal resistance | ISO 8302

~ 0.01 (m²K) / W

~ 0.041 (m²K) / W ~ 0.01 (m²K) / W

Effect of a castor chair | EN 425 / ISO 4918
Impact sound reduction | EN ISO 10140

~ 0.01 (m²K) / W

~ 0.01 (m²K) / W

~ 0.01 (m²K) / W

~ 4 dB

~ 4 dB

Type W
~ 4 dB

Effect of a furniture leg | EN 424
Classification of group of
wear reaction | EN 660-2
Anti-static characteristics | EN 1815
Guarantee can be found on:

~ 17 dB

~ 4 dB

~ 4 dB
without damages
Group T
≤ 2 kV

www.wineo.de/service/garantien

Utilisation class 23:
Heavy-duty use
in the domestic area

Utilisation class 41:
Medium use
in the light industrial sector
(vehicular traffic excluded)

Utilisation class 34:
Very heavy-duty use
in the commercial sector

Utilisation class 43:
Heavy-duty use
in the light industrial sector

Alle decors shown in this brochure are reproductions. Windmöller GmbH provides no guarantee with regard to mistakes, printing errors and technical changes.
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